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OverviewOverview

What is groundwater?What is groundwater?
How much groundwater is there?How much groundwater is there?
How fast does groundwater move?How fast does groundwater move?
How do we measure groundwater?How do we measure groundwater?

Where does groundwater come from and Where does groundwater come from and 
where does it go?where does it go?
How do Californians use it?How do Californians use it?
Groundwater management and groundwater Groundwater management and groundwater 
qualityquality

What is Groundwater?What is Groundwater?

An underground lake?An underground lake?
A network of underground rivers?A network of underground rivers?
A rectangular network of A rectangular network of pipelikepipelike water water 
arteries?arteries?
A giant sponge?A giant sponge?

Groundwater = Water completely Groundwater = Water completely 
filling Pores/Fracturesfilling Pores/Fractures

Groundwater in Different Groundwater in Different 
Sediments and RocksSediments and Rocks What is Groundwater?What is Groundwater?



How do we measureHow do we measure
hydraulic conductivity?hydraulic conductivity?

Estimate based on sediment type (gravel, sand, silt, clay, fractEstimate based on sediment type (gravel, sand, silt, clay, fractured rock):ured rock):

=> => well logswell logs (geologic logs, geophysical logs)(geologic logs, geophysical logs)

Measure on sediment/rock Measure on sediment/rock corescores in laboratoryin laboratory

Estimate from specific capacity of wells:Estimate from specific capacity of wells:

ratio of pumping rate to wellratio of pumping rate to well water level drawdownwater level drawdown
Measure using an aquifer test:Measure using an aquifer test:

11--day to 7day to 7--day well day well pumping testspumping tests
Estimate from groundwater models:Estimate from groundwater models:

=>=> matching model resultsmatching model results to measured water to measured water 
levels, groundwater flowslevels, groundwater flows

Direction of Groundwater Flow?Direction of Groundwater Flow?

Direction of Direction of 
Regional Regional 
GW FlowGW Flow
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California GroundwaterCalifornia Groundwater

fractured bedrock of California’s mountain ranges

Sediments
=> result of erosion, water, wind, 
lake deposition, ocean bay 
deposition





Unconfined AquiferUnconfined Aquifer

Gaining 
stream

Unconfined AquiferUnconfined Aquifer

Losing
stream
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Total 
reservoir 
storage:
40 MAF

Groundwater Use in California:Groundwater Use in California:
The Invisible Storage ReservoirThe Invisible Storage Reservoir

From: DWR California Water Plan 2009 (Bulletin 160‐2009)

Groundwater Management and Groundwater Management and 
Groundwater QualityGroundwater Quality

Integrated Regional Water Integrated Regional Water 
Management PlanningManagement Planning

⇒ toward  Integrated Resource 
Management Planning
•Groundwater
•Surface Water
•Air
•Soil quality
•Energy / Carbon
•Landuse planning 

(Courtesy: Sarge Green, CSU Fresno)


